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Good slice of life manga to read

Writer Robin E. Brenner said in his book Understanding Comics and Animation that fragments of life are genres more like melodrama than drama. Its topics generally range from relationships, family, school, friends, which is what drives a young person's life. So, this is a list of 10 such cartoons and other recommendations you should try.10 – Bakuman created by Tsukumi Oba and
Takeshi Obata Genres: Comedy, Pieces of Life, Drama, Sienen, Romance Volume: 20 States: Completed Original Run: August 11, 2008 - April 23, 2012 - April 23, 2012 Who would like? From the creators of the famous Death Note comics, these two high school students have pieces of life cartoons for comics. Show two boys who will portray a cartoon and another who will be a
successful cartoonist and write a team to fulfill their dreams to get the animation created from it. Inspired by the creator's real life, the comic shows how comics are made and the behind-the-world behind the world as much effort is done as S seenen. The synopsis Moritaka Masiro is a junior high school student who dreamed of becoming a cartoonist as a child, but quit his dream
after learning that the manga samchon that inspired him had died due to over-work or suicide. One day, one of his half-friends, Akito Takagi, finds Massito's notebook full of paintings, becomes a partner in making cartoons, writes a letter and askeds that Masrotto draw. Masyro initially declines him, but accepts it because of it, and it's his crush Miho Azuki who aims to be that voice
actor. Masyro, who went to Azuki's house to find out the truth, becomes an anime comic and voices as a leading actor and asks him to marry him. 9 – Carede Coach Created by Genre So Life: Comedy, Pieces of Life, Drama, Shojo, Romance Volume: 17 Status: Finished Original Run: April 14, 2008 – September 18, 2015 Who Likes It? The cartoon is about an orphaned school girl
and twins (a boy and a girl) who lose their mother and are abandoned by their father. They decided to hire a babysitter to help him because of his busy work and lack of experience, so he has to take care of his father's unmarried younger brother, who is a newscaster by his job. Comics are about going about everyday life with a girl with these cute kids who love and love her more
than her family, and the slowly growing romance between her guardian and her. Synopsis Shiharu Nakamura (high school student) worked in day care for twins Aoy and Matsunaka Akane. The twins are under the care of their uncle Sage because their father could not bear the sudden death of his wife (mother). Siharu is hired by Sage to realize how attached the twins are to her,
and is attached to her by offering twice the amount. in the nursery. Thus, Shiharu and Sage begin the story of caring for the twins. 8 – Playlist created by Yayoso genre: Piece of Life, Romance, School Volume: 15 Status: Finished Original Run: October 12, 2013 – March 16, 2018 Who would like it? The comic is about a 27-year-old man who gets a second chance at his life, it's not
an isekai (other world) type comic but has a similar theme. The comic is about a man who, after falling for a job for several years, quit his first job in three months and then approached a company that helped people like him rehabilitate. They plan to help him by sending him back to high school, with the help of pills that can reduce his age so he can try and fix the way he lives his
life. Synopsis Arata Keezaki is a 27-year-old NEET who has been working part-time at a convenience store for the past few years without a job. He quit his first job in three months due to unforeseen circumstances, and then lost trust in himself after a row of interviews. One day he is approached by a man named Ryo Yoake, and he gives him a suggestion that if he becomes a
tester for his company Experiment RELIFE, they will ensure that he gets the job. Experimental RELIFE is a scientific experiment that makes him 10 years younger, and they will send him back to high school where he can experience youth and regain confidence again as a student. 7 – Yotsuba &amp;! Created by Kiyohiko Azuma Genre: Comedy, Pieces of Life: 14 States: The
Original Run in Progress: March 2003 – Who Likes It? This piece of life cartoon is about a little girl and her daily adventures. It's really romantic to watch Yotsuba's life as it's so fun with pizza, spiced milk and more. With her is her father, his best friend, three sisters in the neighborhood and more people she crossed in range characters. Synopsis Yotsuba Goiyi is a 5-year-old girl
who is a lively, cheerful, curious and quirky child. She stayed with Father Yusuke Goiyi and moved into a new home surrounded by new people and things. Her naïve response to things she finds around her, such as doorbells, escalators, air conditioners and even playground swings, and the way she learns about them, is very funny. Having regularly interacted with his father's best
friend, nicknamed Jumbo (a very tall man), a neighboring family with asagi, Huuka, Ena and three sisters discovers many new things and makes their own interpretations. This nursery cartoon is about a quirky child and her misfortune. 6 – Barakamon created by Yoshino Satsuki Genre: Comedy, Piece of Life: 18 States: Completed Original Run: February 21, 2009 – December 12,
2018 Who Likes It? Cute and quirky cartoons Lively six-year-old girl on the island. You will love this cartoon if you are a fan of kid characters and cartoons that have some staggering characters to their level. The cartoon is full of child characters who surround the protagonist and may force him to enjoy his life on the island. Synopsis is a young professional calligrapher who
punches an elderly professional who calls his work original or textbook. As punishment, his father sent him to Goto Island where he met many inhabitants and interacted with them. One of them is Naru Kotoishashi, a very energetic, curious and reckless 6-year-old girl. She visited Doa's house every day and played and harassed him in many ways. 5 – Bridal Stories Created by
Kaorumuri Genre: Pieces of Life, Romance, History, Seinen Volume: 12 States: Original Execution in Progress: October 14, 2008 – Who Would Love It Now? It's a piece of a life cartoon about nomadic life in the 19th century, about how a young boy marrys an older girl and adapts to a new family with a different culture. You will love this if you like cartoons drawn with amazing
details and breath taking visuals. The synopsis story is about a nomad who traveled the Silk Road against the backdrop of 19th-century Asia. It follows a 20-year-old girl who amir is due to marry a 12-year-old boy from another tribe, which is common in other tribes, because both get to see each other for the first time on their wedding day and both have different cultures in which
Amir has to adapt to her husband's world. She is surrounded by very nice people and her sweet and hardworking personality allows her to adapt to her new life at a rapid pace. But the crash occurs when Amir's brother brings her in and she refuses to return home. 4 – The Space Brothers Created by Chuya Koyama Genre: Comedy, Pieces of Life, Sci-Fi Volume: 37 States: The
Original Run in Progress: December 6, 2007 – Presents Who Likes It? We all dream of going into space at one point in someone else's life once you have this cartoon that will totally make you nostalgic. The cartoon is about two brothers and a dream who wants to go into space from an early age and realistically depicts how you can be an astronaut. In the summer of 2006, the
synopsis MutanaNBA with his brother Hibito witnessed the U.F.O flying over the moon. That day Hibto decided to go to the moon and Muta challenged him that he would go further and his goal became Mars. 19 years later, Hibito was assigned to perform a moon mission as a JAXA astronaut. Muta, meanwhile, pursues her dream of becoming an astronaut, but is slowly losing her
will. Muta eventually begins firing back as he receives a letter that he has passed a JAXA training program for new astronauts. 3 – Horimiya created by Heroes and Daisuke Hajiwara genre: Piece of Life, School, Skonen, Romance Volume: 14 States: The Original Run in Progress: 2011 – Gift Who Would Like To Like It? Despite being published in Sineen magazine, this is on the
list, and if you read it, it would be hard to call it a Skonen cartoon. It is something in between, and it's really fun to read as the story progresses and you start to get to know more characters. The synopsis Kyoko Hori is the complete opposite at home because of her bright, extroverted personality, who can be think of as a popular girl at school, and who likes to dress up and care for
her secret younger brother Suta. Izumi Miyamura, meanwhile, is a typical nerdy man with a sober head and glasses, who one day helps Suta return home after collapsing on the road and helps her get to Hori's house. But Hori finds himself talking to a punk-looking man with tattoos and piercings, rather than a nerdy kid in his class. The two decide to keep their real personalities a
secret from friends and friends and soon become friends and later find themselves in the couple. 2 - March comes like a lion (3 – gatsu no lion) created by the Chica Umino genre: pieces of life, drama, games, Seinen Volume: 15 States: The Original Run in Progress: July 13, 2007 – Presents Who Will Like It? This piece of life comic is about a lonely boy who lives alone away from
his adopted family, is a shogi pro and earns his living from it. How his life changes after meeting the families of his three sisters and how to take him into their lives. Synopsis Lee Kiriyana is a showgier who earned professional status at the age of 17. Lee lost his family at a very young age, and was then adopted by a family friend, but due to the many circumstances of his foster
family, he soon lives on his own. He is in a strange situation where he is acquainted with the family of three sisters: Akira, Kinata, Momo, and several cats. We see a fellow showgi competitor and these three sisters tell the story of Lee's life. 1 – Silver Spoon created by Hiromu Arakawa Genre: Comedy, Piece of Life, Drama, Sounen, Romance Volume: 15 States: Finished Original
Run: April 6, 2011 - November 27, 2019 - Who Likes It? Hiromu Arakawa, creator of FullMetal Alchemist, is one of the greatest mangas of all time. This cartoon is about an urban boy joining a far-off agricultural high school and how his life changes. Synopsis Yugo Hachiken enters Uejo Agricultural High School, far from city life, after failing his selective high school entrance exam.
Hachiken had a strained relationship with his family, which was the main reason for choosing a high school far from his home. Unlike a typical high school where you do, Uejo Agricultural School has a wide range of studies but other activations linked to the world of agriculture. A new world opens up when Hachiken slowly finishes his term. struggle of his new environment and his
new life. Some of the other pieces of life comics you should check out april Azumanga Daioh my teen romantic comedy SNAFU Toradora Nichijou Clunad Genshiken St Young Man K-on Rabbit Drop our other popular articles Best Martial Arts Cartoons and Cartoons 20 Your Lies For You Comics
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